DEAR READERS,

It is our great pleasure to inform you that our new scientific journal, which has been established this year, is releasing its first issue. We wish to express our sincere thanks to all who contributed to this very first issue of “Ophthalmology Journal”. Acknowledgements go to the authors for submitting their interesting and original research papers and review articles and to the Advisory Editorial Board Members for their assistance in the reviewing process. The main role of the Editorial Board Members is to act as ambassadors for “Ophthalmology Journal” and to disseminate its presence in the professional research community by encouraging our colleagues to read it and to write for it. We all have to actively contribute to the growth of the visibility of the journal, the number of citations, and in the future — the Impact Factor.

We sincerely believe that within some time “Ophthalmology Journal” will grow into an internationally recognised periodical, appreciated for its distinguished scientific and professional scope and character. This will be possible with the hard work of the whole team, its enthusiasm, and its effort. We hope that “Ophthalmology Journal” will quickly attract more high quality submissions and a wide readership.